Environmental Constraints Map
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Coordinate System: NAD 1983 StatePlane Virginia South FIPS 4502 Feet

Notes:
1. Data sources:
   - Structure, locations, substation locations, lines, and Virginia Outdoor Foundation (VOF) Easements provided by Dominion Energy Virginia
   - Data Sources: Google Earth, USGS, ESRI, NHD, PAWS, Virginia Cultural Resources Information (VCRI), Virginia DOG Natural Heritage Program, the City of Covington and Alleghany County Parks and Recreation
   - Railroad data from U.S. National Transportation Atlas Railroads
   - Basemap © ESRI

Disclaimer: Stantec assumes no responsibility for data supplied in electronic format. The recipient accepts full responsibility for verifying the accuracy and completeness of the data. The recipient indemnifies Stantec, its officers, employees, consultants and agents from any and all claims arising in any way from the content or provision of the data.